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Preface of the Authors
Since its introduction the Internet began a rapid advance into all areas of
life and changed the working world as well as daily life. The Internet
provides a vast amount of information for almost every topic. Since the end
of the 20th century, so called search engines established oneself to retrieve
information online. After inserting one or several search terms, the searcher
receives a list of search results ordered by certain relevance criteria of the
search engine algorithm.

Development of the
information society

The individual search terms indicate an interest of the searcher for a certain
topic. The selective approach at a point in time when the potential target
audience is already thematically activated and involved represents an
attractive opportunity for advertisers and led to the inclusion of
advertisements besides the search results of a conducted search.
This search engine advertising has become a dominant form of online
advertising and is the predominant business model of search engines. The
world-wide leading search engine Google earned 16 billion US $ with
search engine advertisement in the fiscal year 2007. The advertiser does not
usually pay for the impression of the ad, but for a click on the
advertisement.

Relevance of search
engine advertising

Fraudulent clicks present an inherent problem of this so called pay-per-click
model. Click fraud represent any procedure that illegally exploits pay-perclick markets. In particular, click fraud resolves around intentional clicks
without intent to interact with the advertiser.

Click fraud challenges
online advertising

In this context, a class action against several search engine providers in
2005 attracted attention (DELANEY 2005). To what extend, search engine
providers are liable for the manipulation of clicks and click rates, was not
finally judicially clarified. Google settled the class action by agreeing to
pay its advertisers 90 million US $.1
Click fraud represents a general threat for the pay-per-click model as well
as a more specific threat for the business model of search engines. Search

1

For more details on the settlement see Danny Sullivan’s comment online at
http://blog.searchenginewatch.com/blog/060308-152034.

Aim of the study
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engine providers need to ascertain the reliability and correctness of the payper-click model to preserve the trust of advertisers. Advertisers likewise
need to consider click fraud in their decision process for the future
configuration of advertising campaigns. In this contribution, we illustrate
the main consequences of fraudulent clicks on frequently used measures of
search engine advertising. Thereby, we support the early detection of and
defense against click fraud.

Hagen, June 2008

Univ.-Prof. Dr. Rainer Olbrich
Dipl.-Wirt.-Inf. Carsten D. Schultz, MSc

Overview of the research results
I.

The pay-per-click model is the predominant payment system in the context of search
engine advertising. The cost of advertising are not calculated upon the number of ad
impressions, but upon the number of clicked advertisements. Fraudulent clicks
endanger this business model. Click fraud refers to the illegal behavior of
intentionally clicking an advertisement without the intent to interact with the
advertiser (chapter 1.).

II.

Search engine marketing, defined as a group of means to increase the number of
visits to a certain Website, can be divided into search engine optimization and search
engine advertising. Search engine advertising tries to achieve this aim by paid
advertisements. Depending on the payment system, search engine advertising is
subject to the problem of click fraud (chapter 2.)

III.

Click fraud can be divided into four types according to the motivation and the form
of the conducted fraud. Damnification of an ad campaign and enrichment in case of
commission models are two different motivational roots of click fraud. The form to
produce fraudulent clicks can be distinguished into manual and automated
procedures (section 3.1.).

IV.

Comprehensive information are necessary to detect fraudulent clicks. Log data
collected while using the Website serve as a data basis. A simple rule-based
approach can for example be employed to automatically detect suspicious clicks.
A comprehensive click fraud detection system should structure the processes
according to the complexity, the arithmetic performance, as well as the integration of
additional information, in order to guarantee the prompt identification of fraudulent
clicks. These information can be used on the one hand to avoid continuous click
attacks and on the other hand for claim for compensation (section 3.2.).

V.

Based on a cost-revenue-comparison, a simple decision rule can be utilized to decide
upon the continuation or discontinuation of a search engine advertising campaign.
The presented rule can be applied upon a complete advertising campaign as well as
a single transaction. To apply this decision rule, it is necessary to assign a value to
the measured goal.

VIII
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The cost per conversion and the conversion rate are two suitable indicator for the
identification of click fraud. A conversion measures whether a contact through the
advertisement commits a certain action. This action can for example be a visit to a
target Website, a request of information material, a registration of a new user, or a
buying transaction (chapter 4.).

1.
1.1.

Introduction
Aim of the Study

The digital networked environment provides a variety of new possibilities
to communicate, to interact, and to learn. Covering nearly every topic, a
vast amount of information is accessible through the Internet. To find the
most relevant information, news, and products, many people rely on search
engines to retrieve the links to available information and services (GANDAL,
2001; NICHOLSON et al., 2006). Since searchers actively have used search
engines to seek information (GANDAL 2001, SEN et al., 1998), marketers
have been interested in addressing these prospective customers due to the
existing involvement. The inclusion of advertisements besides search
results has evolved as the prevalent business model for search engines
(IMMORLICA et al., 2005, JANSEN/RESNICK, 2006).
In comparison to traditional media, advertisers are generally not charged for
the number of displayed advertisements (impressions), but for the number
of clicked advertisements. This pay-per-click model is the predominant
payment system in search engine advertising (FENG et al., 2007; SEDA,
2004). The prospective revenues also induced the development and
employment of countermeasures to deal with search engine spamming
(JANSEN, 2006). Search engine spamming revolves around the malicious
and methodical manipulation of a Website’s relevancy to increase the
Website’s ranking for specific search queries. An overview of search engine
spamming methods is e. g. provided by GYÖNGYI/GARCIA-MOLINA (2005).
Another form of adversarial behavior, that search engines face, is the
deliberate clicking on advertisements without intending to transact with the
advertiser (KITTS et al., 2006). In general, this behavior is referred to as
click fraud. Click fraud poses a crucial threat to the pay-per-click business
model (KITTS et al., 2005; JANSEN, 2006; SEN, 2005).
If search engine providers cannot restrain fraudulent click behavior,
advertisers have to reconsider the allocation of advertising budgets. For
advertisers, click fraud imperils the advertising effectiveness of search
engines. Click fraud must be addressed by search engine providers and
advertisers alike. Search engine providers need to proof the reliability and
accuracy of the pay-per-click system to maintain advertiser’s trust. In
addition, advertisers have to account for click fraud when deciding on
future advertising campaigns. An informed decision on a search engine

Pay-per-click model

Search engine
spamming

Click fraud

Advertising
effectiveness
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advertising campaign has to be based on the estimated degree of fraudulent
click behavior.
Research outline

This paper addresses the impact of click fraud on traditional performance
measures in case of search engine advertising. The discussion presented
here supports advertisers with the evaluation of search engine advertising
campaigns under consideration of fraudulent clicks. After the related
literature is presented in paragraph 1.2., the perspective of search engine
marketing taken on in this paper is introduced in part 2. Chapter 3.
introduces four distinguishable click fraud types and points out various
methods to detect fraudulent clicks based on log file data. The impact of
click fraud on the performance of search engine advertising is discussed in
paragraph 4. The paper concludes with a summary and directions for future
research.

1.2.

Theoretical Background

Research state

The search engine literature is founded in the area of information retrieval.
The vast amount of data available online has initiated extensive research on
algorithms and the architecture of search engines (e. g. ARASU et al., 2001;
BRIN/PAGE, 1998; LIDDY, 2001). In turn, research focused on search engine
performance over time and across search engines (e. g. BAR-ILAN, 2002;
BAR-ILAN et al., 2006; METTROP/NIEUWENHUYSEN, 2001), the bidding
strategy of search engine advertising (e. g. CHAKRABARTY et al., 2007;
EDELMAN/OSTROVSKY, 2007; KITTS/LEBLANC, 2004; LIM/TANG, 2006)
and pricing strategy of search engine advertising (BHARGAVA/FENG, 2002;
FENG et al. 2007; LIU/CHEN, 2006), the search engine market structure
(TELANG et al., 2004), as well as the social, political, and moral
implications of search engines (INTRONA/NISSENBAUM, 2000).

Research objectives

Another line of research investigates online search behavior. JANSEN/SPINK
(2006) point out three categories of online search studies based on
transaction log data, laboratory experiments, and studies related to and
affecting online search behavior. Besides the general body of literature on
search engines and search engine advertising, researchers have reported few
studies on the click fraud problem. For example, KITTS et al. (2006) and
JANSEN (2006) elaborate on the general issue of fraudulent click behavior,
whereas other studies (e. g. IMMORLICA et al., 2005; KITTS et al., 2005 and
ZHOU/LUKOSE 2006) discussed properties of the auctioning algorithm
utilized by search engines. This paper extends the body on adversarial

1. Introduction

information retrieval in the domain of search engine advertising by
addressing the consequences of click fraud on the advertising effectiveness
of search engine advertising campaigns. The discussion on the effect of
click fraud on traditional performance measures contributes to the body of
literature on click fraud and adversarial information retrieval as well as the
decision rule supports advertisers in case of fraudulent clicks whether a
search engine campaign should be continued or not.

3

2.

Search Engine Marketing

Most search engines list two types of results for any submitted search
query. Alongside the organic listings, the output of the search algorithms,
search engines also display sponsored links (JANSEN/RESNICK, 2006;
NICHOLSON et al., 2006). Sponsored links are advertisements matched to
the search query by a set of provided keywords. The keywords are generally
associated with the contents, services, or products of the advertised
Website. Search engine marketing addresses both result types. Search
engine marketing can be defined as a set of marketing methods to increase
the chance of receiving quality traffic through search engines.

Search engine
marketing

Search engine optimization attempts to improve the ranking of a Website in
organic listings by adjusting the Websites structure, content, and
programming towards certain search terms. This optimization is usually
limited to few keywords due to the high effort and expense as well as
technical restrictions.

Search engine
optimization

Search engine advertising tries to increase traffic by approaching
prospective customers through advertisement. In the literature, it is also
sometimes interchangeably called keyword advertising (e. g. LIU/CHEN,
2006), sponsored search (e. g. FENG et al., 2007), sponsored links (e. g.
JANSEN, 2007; JANSEN/ RESNICK, 2006), paid placement (e. g. BHARGAVA/
FENG, 2002; NICHOLSON et al., 2006; SEN, 2005), paid results (e. g.
MORAN/HUNT, 2006) or paid search (e. g. KITTS et al., 2005). Search
engine advertising can be further distinguished in keyword search
advertising and content search advertising. Keyword search advertising
relates to any ad placement triggered by search queries. The advertisements
can thus appear on a search engine’s Website or on a partner Website
featuring the search engine capabilities. In contrast, content search
advertising places advertisements on a partner Website due to the specific
content of the site and not due to a search request.

Search engine
advertising

2. Search Engine Marketing
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Figure 1: Search Engine Marketing
Search Engine Marketing

Search Engine Optimization

Search Engine Advertising

Keyword Search
Advertising

Auctioning

Payment systems

Content Search
Advertising

In search engine advertising, the keywords provided by advertisers indicate
an interest for a target audience as well as a relation to the advertised
contents, services, or products. Advertisers value regularly keywords
differently, so if multiple advertisers bid on the same term (EDELMAN/
OSTROVSKY, 2007; KITTS/LEBLANC, 2004; LIM/TANG, 2006), an electronic
auction takes place to determine the rank of the advertisements (FENG et al.
2007; LIU/CHEN, 2006). The advertisements can be exclusively positioned
according to the bid amount. Search engines may also consider additional
indicators, such as the Website content of the advertiser according to the
query or the number of clicks an advertisement has received, to present the
searcher with the most relevant search results. An extensive body of
literature based on auction theory discusses the optimal design of auctions
in the context of search engine advertising (e. g. BHARGAYA/FENG 2002,
CHAKRABARTY et al. 2007, EDELMAN/OSTROVSKY 2007, FENG et al. 2007,
KITTS/LEBLANC 2004, LIM/TANG 2006 und LIU/CHEN 2006). However, the
concrete auction procedure remains often intransparent for the advertiser.
Three accounting systems are generally distinguished for search engine
advertising: pay-per-impression, pay-per-click, and pay-per-conversion
(e. g. MORAN/HUNT, 2006; SEDA, 2004). In case of pay-per-impression, the
advertiser is charged for every ad appearance. Similar to traditional media,
the cost per mille metric is often used for the pay-per-impression system. If
the advertiser is charged whenever the advertisement is clicked, the payper-click system is employed. Pay-per-click systems allow an improved
measurement of successful advertising contacts compared to traditional
media. A further acknowledgment of advertisers’ objectives is the pay-perconversion system. In the literature, the term pay-per-conversion is also,
partial synonymously called: pay-per-action (e. g. JANSEN, 2006), pay-perpurchase (e. g. KITTS et al., 2006), and pay-per-acquisition (e. g.

2. Search Engine Marketing

IMMORLICA et al. 2005). Here, advertisers are only charged if a click on an
advertisement leads to a predefined action, such as engaging in an
e-commerce transaction. Since search engines, as advertising medium,
cannot reliably monitor a conversion without intruding into the advertiser’s
Website, the majority search engine advertising programs are based on payper-click systems (FENG et al., 2007; SEDA, 2004). As introduced, pay-perclick systems are however vulnerable to click fraud.
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3.
3.1.

Click Fraud
Click Fraud Types

In this paper, click fraud is considered to represent any kind of fraud that
exploits pay-per-click markets. Any intentional click on a pay-per-click
advertisement is conceived as fraudulent if no intention of a conversion
exists (JANSEN, 2006; KITTS et al., 2006). In other words, the perpetrator is
not interested in the products, services, or the content of the advertised
Website. A conversion is generally referred to a click on an advertisement
that leads to a predefined action. In the view of an advertiser, this positive
result can be the visit of a Website, the request of information material, the
registration of a new customer, or the conclusion of an e-commerce
transaction. Based on this definition of click fraud, a classification of click
fraud types is presented according to the motivation and the form of the
click fraud conducted.

Click fraud

Click fraud motivation can be differentiated into damnification and
enrichment. Damnification refers to a perpetrator aiming to harm the
company by assaulting the advertising campaign. In contrast, enrichment is
click fraud directed towards a personal gain. An example of this case is a
partner of the search engine provider causing click fraud in order to
increase advertising compensation.

Click fraud
motivation

Additionally, click fraud can be distinguished according to its form. Click
fraud can be conducted manually by individuals clicking on an ad or
automatically by computer programs. Figure 2 provides an overview of four
general distinguishable click fraud situations.

Click fraud form

Conversion

Figure 2: Classification of Click Fraud Types

Click Fraud
Motivation
Click Fraud manual
Form
automatic

damnification

enrichment

1
2

3
4

The first situation of click fraud is characterized by individual human
actions damnifying a certain advertising campaign. In most cases, this type
of click fraud is induced by advertising competitors or in some cases

First click fraud
situation
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irritated employees. The degree of fraudulent clicks may range from a small
percentage caused by an individual or few persons to a considerable extent
produced by organized click farms (VIDYASAGAR, 2004). The perpetrator
aims at exhausting the budget of the attacked advertising campaign. A
general purpose of the click fraud attack is to financially harm the business
attacked by increasing the advertising expenditures. Another purpose of this
action is to decrease competition for advertising space, so that for example
the advertisement of a competitor receives better (higher) placement at
lower costs. If the click through rate is part of the search engine’s relevance
algorithm, this fraud attack also benefits the advertisement attacked by
receiving higher positions for lesser expanses in the future due to the
increased click through rate (EROSHENKO, 2004). However, the ratio of the
number of conversions to the number of clicks, the so called conversion rate
decreases.
Second click fraud
situation

The second situation of click fraud is also motivated by aggrieving a target
advertising campaign. Here the perpetrator utilizes automatic tools to
generate false clicks. Employing a software application into the fraud
process enables the perpetrator to create a vast number of fraudulent clicks
over a short period of time. The capabilities of any click fraud detection
system need to address these automatic attacks and provide counter
measures preferably in real time. Furthermore, the search engine as
advertising media ought to anticipate future developments in automated
click fraud applications and consider these click fraud trends while refining
their systems.
A characteristic for both aforementioned situations is the short term
damnification of the advertiser. The search engine provider actually gains
short term revenues. If click fraud as a problem however persists, the
aggrieved advertisers are likely to spend the marketing budget elsewhere
choosing an advertising medium that attends to the advertisers’ interests.
For the two situations of click fraud motivated enrichment, the same
rationale can be made. Additionally, a direct beneficiary can however be
identified in these two situations. In contextual search engine advertising,
the partner of the search engine profits from every click by receiving a
fraction of the price paid.

Third click fraud
situation

In situation three, few individuals or organized groups cause the occurrence
of fraudulent clicks. In addition to the above presented purposes, another
intention is the enrichment of for example an affiliate partner. Since the

3. Click Fraud
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search engine provider does not possess the data of the advertiser, proofing
an intention and tracking the click fraud source is a challenging task.
Situation four completes the classification of click fraud types. The
situation is characterized by automated click fraud trying and enrichment of
an involved party.

3.2.

Fourth click fraud
situation

Click Fraud Detection

Detecting click fraud requires certain data. The aggrieved party can
generally use data collected from log files which Web servers automatically
create and maintain. Internet log files record requests of files for a certain
domain. Four types of log files can in general be distinguished: access log,
agent log, error log, and referrer log (BERTOT et al., 1997; SEN et al., 1998).


Access logs list all requests for an individual file. The entries include
the remote hostname of the request, the date and time of the request,
the request line from the client, the status code returned to the client,
and the transferred bytes of the transferred document. The hostname
refers to the name of the requesting machine. In the Internet, this
corresponds in many cases to the IP address assigned to the computer.



Agent log provide data on the name and version of the requesting
browser.



Error logs note all error occurrences during a transaction.



Referrer logs record the origin of the request in form of a uniform
resource locator.

The exact constitution of the log file depends on the employed server
protocol. The combined log form standard of the National Center for
Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) for instance embraces fields of an
access log, an agent log, and a referrer log. The following figure provides
an example for such a combined log file entry:

Log file and log file
data

Log file structure

3. Click Fraud
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Figure 3: Example of a NCSA Combined Log File Entry
The indicated fields enclose the basic
information of a request.

Access Log

132.176.148.01 host

-

[24/Mar/2006:07:45:38 +0100] "GET /sample.htm HTTP/1.1"

identifyer username

timestamp

request

200

4232

statuscode bytes

The referrer field states the URL before
requesting a file.

Referrer Log

"http://www.sample-url.com/link.htm"
referrer

Agent Log

The field contains information on the
browser type and the operating system.

"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.0; de; rv:1.8.1.1) Gecko/20061204 Firefox/2.0.0.1"
user agent

Forensic nature and
rule-based approach

The click fraud detection systems based on the outlined data pool are
categorized by two characteristics: The click fraud detection systems are of
forensic nature and follow a rule-based approach. Log file analysis
generally examines the data pool in order to discover anomalous patterns.
Anomalous patterns are a deviation from the individually defined rule set
for the search engine campaign. The rule set is based on historic data of the
campaign or according bench marks. One typical benchmark is the behavior
of an unadvertised user in comparison to the behavior of a user whose
attention is drawn to the advertised site.
Furthermore, the forensic examination can improve the assessment of the
search engine advertising performance measures by identifying fraudulent
clicks. The identification of fraudulent clicks might serve as a potential
claim for the aggrieved party. To source click fraud is however a
challenging task. Another complex task is the design of a click fraud
detection system. The following paragraph outlines some properties of the
data pool to build the rule set on.

3. Click Fraud
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The hostname of the request provides some information about the origin of
the requesting client. For example, the analysis may infer from the IP
address the country of origin of the request. If the country does not fit the
advertised offer or the country is generally suspected of manual click fraud
(GROW et al., 2006; VIDYASAGAR, 2004), the clicks might be fraudulent.
Also under investigation are click patterns stemming from IP ranges of
open proxy servers. Open proxy servers are e. g. operated for anonymous
Internet surfing. In this case, the hostname recorded by the Web server
equals the IP address of the open proxy server and does not relate to the IP
address of the request’s origin. An unusual number of clicks over a time
interval from a single source might as well be an indication of click fraud.

Hostname

The time stamp of a request might also yield further information for
detecting click fraud. In most cases, date and time of the request are
combined with additional properties to narrow down specific click patterns.
An indication warranting a more extensive examination is the atypical
occurrence of a significant number of clicks, for example diverging from a
historically outstanding day time or weekday. Time stamps also enable the
analysis of the interval of consecutive clicks. If the click density increases
without any notable market change, the suspected pattern should be further
investigated. The steps discussed in this paper serve this further
investigation.

Time stamp

In some cases, the addition of the browser information is justified. If
anomalous patterns are discovered, but cannot confidently be associated as
fraudulent, a conclusion might be made consulting browser information.

Browser information

The referrer log adds the reference page to the analysis. If a certain
threshold over time is reached for a single reference source, the click
pattern is declared as potentially fraudulent. For search engine advertising,
the listed reference generally includes the search terms entered. In search
engine marketing, the entered search terms trigger the relevant
advertisement based on the keywords provided by the advertiser for the
advertisement. If a single keyword commences to induce an unusual
amount of clicks, a fraudulent action can be suspected.

Referrer log

The aforementioned properties of the data set are in general utilizable by
the search engine as well as the advertiser. These properties generally
revolve around the combination of a single request. A second class of
characteristics however concludes from the stream of requests. From the so
called click stream, analysts can examine the retention period on a single

Click stream analysis
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Website or over the entire Website visit. The click stream also enables the
click fraud detection system to determine an indicator for the depths of each
visit. For example, an occurrence of a significant click number that indicate
searchers visit only the single advertised Website as well as spend a short
time period on the site might indicate fraudulent clicks.
So far, the presented properties of the data pool have not included
additional contextual information. By integrating a profit oriented
perspective into the analysis, the click fraud detection system may be
improved further. Monitoring the conversion rate is another central aspect
of any click fraud detection system. Fraudulent clicks tend to decrease the
conversion rate. So if the conversion rate drops significantly while the
number of clicks changes only in usual ranges or remains constant as in
case of a historically exhausted budget, the data should be inspected for
anomalous patterns.
Figure 4: Levels of a Click Fraud Detection System

Click Fraud Detection System
single click analysis
computional costs
analytical depth

multiple click analysis
single session analysis
multiple session analysis

computional automation
analytical timeliness

Contextual
information

contextual click analysis
click pattern analysis

An extension of the rule-based approach is the integration of additional
pattern recognition methods such as automated cluster analysis. Data
mining methods are primarily employed to discover reoccurring patterns.
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On one hand, these methods can confirm certain click streams as usual
behavior. On the other hand, an identical or a frequently close match of
patterns raises suspicion of potential automatic click fraud.
Figure 4 displays the successive levels of click fraud detection.
As pointed out, the various levels are prioritized according to the degree of
potential automation. The initial levels of a click fraud detection system are
characterized by simple automated operations on a small set of data
performed repetitively. Furthermore, the analysts do not have to add
supplementary expertise to the system. As the click fraud detection system
advances towards more sophisticated analyses, the complexity of the data
analysis increases and the timeliness of the data analysis decreases. Also,
additional expertise is needed to evaluate anomalous patterns.

Levels of a click fraud
protection system

For the performance of the various analysis steps, advertisers require a
coherent and complete data set. An important point to note is that the
parties involved in search engine advertising usually possess varying data
bases of the transaction. For example, the search engine provider possesses
data on the search history of an individual, and the advertiser may track the
behavior after the click occurred.

Problem of varying
data bases

4.

Consequences of Click Fraud for Search
Engine Advertising

As click fraud challenges online advertising, marketers need to evaluate the
advertising campaigns. In a situation of fraudulent click occurrence, a
possible way to determine a campaign’s economic relevance is to ignore the
existence of click fraud in the data set. So, the decision whether to continue
or discontinue a search engine advertising campaign may be based on the
cost c, the number of clicks cli, and the number of conversions con of the
campaign. Assuming that advertisers can assess the return of a conversion r,
for example by employing a customer lifetime value (see e. g.
BAUER/HAMMERSCHMIDT, 2005; JONKER et al., 2004; VENKATESAN/
KUMAR, 2004), the costs c of the campaign should generally not exceed the
expected return r ⋅ con :

c ≤ r ⋅ con .

Economic relevance
of a search engine
advertising campaign

(1a)

The division by the number of conversions con transforms expression (1a)
into the following equation. This transformation shifts the focus from a
campaign point of view to a view of a single conversion. The formulation
(1b) describes that the costs per conversion c / con should not exceed the
expected return per conversion r.

c
≤r.
con

(1b)

If the expression (1a) is extended to focus on the average costs, the costs
per click con / cli, the constraint (2) represents the cost-return-ratio
regarding a single transaction. The constraint (2) postulates that the costs
per click should not exceed the return of a single click.
c
con
≤ r⋅
.
cli
cli

(2)

Both equations include an important indicator to detect fraudulent clicks.
Expression (1b) incorporates the costs per conversion c / con and formula
(2) compares the conversion rate con / cli with the expected return of a
conversion r. As discussed shortly, the trends of traditional performance
measures can be predicted for search engine advertising campaigns
influenced by click fraud.

Cost-return-ratio of a
transaction

4. Consequences of Click Fraud for Search Engine Advertising
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Conversion oriented
advertising campaign

As long as the advertising campaign objective is purely conversion
oriented, the presented constraints are applicable. If the campaign concerns
additional or different objectives, such as traffic generation or brand
establishment, advertisers have to consider the degree of fraudulent clicks
in their decision process. The following illustration outlines the two
indicators as a function of the click fraud degree.
Figure 5: Profitability in Consideration of Click Fraud
c
=r
con

€
%

1

2
c
con

r

c
cli
con
cli

0

ratio of
fraudulent
clicks
100 %

In the illustration, it is assumed that the advertising campaign is profitable
without click fraud. In consequence, there exists a certain degree of
fraudulent clicks when a profitable campaign (field 1, with: c / con ≤ r)
becomes unprofitable (field 1, with: c / con > r). Furthermore, the constant
costs per click presume the absence of relevance factors in the ranking
algorithm of the search engine. This restriction is relaxed to some extent in
the following discussion on search engine campaign performance measures.
Likewise, the distinction between exhausted and not exhausted advertising
budgets is accounted for in the following analysis.
Number of
impressions

In case of click fraud, the number of advertisement impressions increases
considering a limitless budget. The fraudulent click behavior occurs in
addition to the market behavior. Considering a budget constraint, the
number of impressions needed for a fraudulent click, is assumed in most
cases to be less than the number of impressions without click fraud. The
reasoning is grounded on the intention of click fraud. In case of click fraud,
a single impression generally leads to a click, whereas it requires 50
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impressions for a single click considering an exemplary click through rate
of 2 percent. Thus, click fraud generally creates a higher click through rate
than actual search behavior as well as a decrease of advertisement
impressions for a stable exhausted budget.
However, it could also be argued against this reasoning by pointing out the
possibility to reproduce a specific click through rate by employing an
elaborate automated click fraud method. An example is repetitively
conducted searching for the targeted search terms, thus increasing the
number of advertising impressions. This approach would create more
interactions between the perpetrator and the advertising media. Thus, extra
data on the click fraud operation is collected, so the chance of counter
measuring as well as tracing the source improves. Considering the click rate
as a potential relevance criteria, this elaborated approach will also influence
related advertisements by creating additional impressions for those ads. In
turn, this may harm related advertisements due to a reduced click through
rate. This phenomena is referred to impression fraud and in contrast to click
fraud exploits such factors of relevance and causes a high number of ad
impressions.
Additionally assuming a fixed and exhausted budget, the number of clicks
can be rationalized to be stable over time if market competition is constant
and the auctioning algorithm does not include any performance-related
relevance factors, such as the click through rate of an advertisement. Whilst
the budget was not exhausted in the past, the click number increases in case
of click fraud, since the fraudulent clicks occur in addition to the search
behavior. In consequence, the click through rate also increases as
previously discussed. If the auctioning algorithm does include any clickrelated relevance factors, the number of clicks may even increase due to the
intentional nature of click fraud. The advertisement will be considered as
more relevant for a subsequent search query. Considering a relevance
factor, such as the click through rate, the costs per click may drop, since the
advertiser has to pay less for an identical positioning of the advertisement.
If the costs saved by the increased relevance factor are higher than the
additional costs caused by click fraud, a relevance factor increased by
fraudulent clicks can even lower the costs of a campaign. In case of an
exhausted advertising budget, an increased relevance factor caused by
fraudulent clicks can generate an increased number of clicks at the same
costs, whereby the number of fraudulent clicks is however without value for
the advertiser.

Automated click fraud

Impression fraud

Number of clicks
considering
advertising budget

Number of clicks
considering relevance
factors
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Number of
conversions

As click fraudsters do not intent to engage in an e-commerce transaction
with the advertiser, the number of conversions is constant for a limitless
budget. Considering a stable and exhausted budget, the number of
conversions is more likely to decline, because a portion of the budget is
claimed by the fraudulent click behavior and therefore not available for
subsequent search queries. Hence, fewer searchers become aware of the
advertised content, products, and services.
For advertisers, an important point to note is to carefully define a
conversion and thoroughly select an appropriate method to track the
number of successful advertising contacts. This for example implies to trace
a prospective customer over multiple sessions as well as across various
communication channels.
A prospective customer may download or request further information
concerning a service offered by the advertiser. In this case, it is important to
follow the customer from clicking the advertisement, to inspecting further
information, and to eventually signing a contract to determine the success
(conversion) of the advertising campaign. Since the number of conversions
decreases in a situation of click fraud and the number of clicks generally
rises, the conversion rate declines indicating a decreased advertising
efficiency.
Figure 6: Performance Measure Trends in case of Click Fraud
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Click fraud influences traditional performance measures of search engine
advertising campaigns. The trend of the various performance measures
depends on the degree of the budget exhaustion as well as employed
relevance factors, such as the click through rate, in the ranking algorithm.
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Based on an earlier version by Olbrich and Schultz (2008), figure 6
summarizes the effect of click fraud on these performance measures.
The following illustration 7 reports the course of a single real search engine
advertising campaign for a one year time period from March, the 1st 2006
to February, the 28th 2007. In total, this search advertisement accounted for
2.863.981 impressions, 63.989 clicks, and 3.685 conversions. The
advertising spending summed up to € 153.623,10, so the daily budget was
not always exhausted.
Figure 7: Course of a Search Engine Advertisement (Aggregated per Day)
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The number of conversions as a function of the click through rate may
provide a starting point for a deeper analysis. The following figure displays
the according scatter plot of the search engine advertising campaign
presented above depending on the number of conversions and on the click
through rate.
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Figure 8: Number of Conversions Depending on the Click through Rate
(Aggregated per Day)
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Graphical analysis

The relevant variations can graphically be found in the lower right hand
corner of figure 8, which represents days of the search engine advertisement
with a high click through rate and low number of conversions. The
inappropriate level of deviation can simply be determined by statistical
hypothesis testing. However, even for this simple method, the advertiser
needs to remember to either include the absolute amount of clicks or the
conversion rate to exclude for example the influence of a budget decision.
As such, the figure indicates click fraud only under a constant budget.
The proposed equation depends on the expected return of a conversion r
and represents the acquisition price deemed acceptable for a conversion.
Thus, advertisers are required to explicitly define a conversion as well as
determine an acceptable conversion price that should not be exceeded.
Defining a conversion is a challenging task, since the definition has to be in
line with the marketing objectives and has to be operationalized by tracing a
distinct event on the Website.

Effect of the
advertising objectives

For some objectives, such as increasing brand awareness, a single Website
event is not apparent. However, as an indication of increased brand
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awareness, advertisers may draw on click stream data to determine a
conversion according to the retention period or retention depths of a visit
(CHATTERJEE et al., 2003; VAN DEN POEL/BUCKINX, 2005). Advertisers
also need to price the conversion which in case of brand awareness
represents an expanse factor without immediate revenues.
In contrast to increasing brand awareness, increasing online sales is a
marketing objective that can be identified by a single Website event, for
example confirming a shopping transaction by pressing an ‘order now’
button. Further, the profit margin of the recent transaction can be
calculated. According to the formulated equations, the profit contribution
accounted to the advertising campaign should be at least equal to the
advertising spending. A question marketers have to consider is whether the
conversion return r should include profit contribution of future transactions.
A difficulty in determining r is its volatility over time. For example, r can
be subject to market fluctuations regarding competitors and prices of raw
and supply materials.

Measuring the return
of a conversion

Two general directions are conceivable for advertisers to address click
fraud: abandoning the campaign or elevating the campaign’s profitability
through detecting fraudulent clicks. Search engine advertisers will require
search engine providers to deal with the problem of click fraud by for
example implementing proactive click fraud detection systems.
Also conceivable is the adjustment of the business model from the pay-perclick system to the pay-per-conversion paradigm. However, a
comprehensible and binding measurement of a conversion is problematic as
well as the paradigm shift does not resolve the short term decision process.
As such, the advertiser aims to lower the costs of the advertising campaign
or increase the revenues of the ad campaign. A revision of the advertising
campaign as well as the Website may deem the advertisement more relevant
for a certain search query.

Paradigm shift

Advertisers may for example adjust the number and selection of keywords
associated with a campaign to narrow or broaden the range of the keywords.
If additional options by search engines are provided, advertisers might for
instance constrain the campaign to specific countries or to a certain time of
day. Decreasing the bidding amount is another possibility for adjustment.
However, a lowered bid will only counter a single level of click fraud
requiring continual adjustment of the advertising campaign and may also
have been the aim of the perpetrator.

Keyword adjustment

5.

Conclusion and Future Research

The paper addressed the issue of click fraud in the domain of search engine
marketing from an advertiser’s perspective. While the analysis centers on
the search engine domain and the advertiser’s perspective, the insights
provided here are in many cases transferable to the problem of click fraud
in general (as for example the perspective of the search engine provider).

Threat potential

Proactive click fraud
detection systems

Early indicator

Click fraud is defined as the exploit of pay-per-click markets without the
intension to transact with an advertiser. Four different types of click fraud
situations were presented according to the click fraud form and motivation.
Even though intention is a fundamental characteristic of click fraud, the
different click fraud types do not incorporate further criminal intent as in
case of blackmailing for example. Future research needs to be conducted to
investigate the threat potential of this line of thought.
The paper also described various methods of detecting click fraud based on
log file data. As pointed out in section 3, click fraud detection systems need
to be organized in different layers depending on the computational costs,
the computational automation, the analytical depth, and the analytical
timeliness. Further research can extend on this outline to process in real
time vast amount of data generated. Another direction of research concerns
the proactive capacity of click fraud detection systems.
Section 4 discussed the effect of click fraud on five frequently used
performance measures and presented a decision rule to continue or
discontinue a search engine advertising campaign. The tendencies of the
five performance measures were analyzed and discussed considering an
exhausted as well as a not exhausted budget. The costs per conversion and
the conversion rate are particularly suited for the identification of click
fraud, because both ratios possess opposing directed numerators and
denumerators in case of fraudulent clicks. In addition, both ratios compared
tend in different directions: the costs per conversion generally increase and
the conversion rate generally decreases in case of click fraud. However,
both measures are only suited as indicators of click fraud if a conversion
can be defined and priced by the advertiser. Future research may focus on
the question, which early indicators are appropriate for conversions that are
hard to define or hard to price.
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Another open research question concerns the comparison of online and
traditional (not online) advertising media: Which consistent databases can
be utilized to compare these different advertising media?

Comparison of
different advertising
media

The paper focused on the perspective of an advertiser in case of click fraud
in search engine advertising. Thus, future research needs to concentrate on
the search engine perspective. An interesting and challenging question for
future studies is how search engine providers should communicate,
establish, and maintain trustworthiness in the eyes of the searcher and the
advertiser.

Multiple perspectives

Trustworthiness of
search engine
advertisement
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